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This document certifies that the character known as
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Acted with bravery, daring, and selflessness in the LIVING
JUNGLE event Huroola Prophet.
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This certficate may be exchanged for a +2 (+10%) bonus to
any 1d20 or 1d100 roll during a LIVING JUNGLE tournament if
exchanged before the roll of the die. Alternately, it may be
exchanged for a +1 (+5%) bonus to the die roll if exchanged
after the roll is made. Two Hero Point certificates may be
exchanged to re-roll any failed 1d20 or 1d100 de roll.
When this certificate has been exchanged, the DM should
tear this certificate in half, or write “VOID” in ink across its
face.
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This bitter beer is steeped with many herbs and has a flat
taste. It greatly promotes healing. Anyone who imbibes it
will heal 1d8+4 points of damage, at the rate of one hit point
per round.
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It was given to you by Bengoukee when you went to search
out the prophet of the Huroola.
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You have participated in an ancient rite to increase your power.
Bengoukee himself performed it in the wake of the energies left by
the Akathasa, an evil servant of the tiger itself. You had to make a
choice, and since the ceremony can only be performed once on
anyone in their lifetimes, you must live with that choice forever.
(DM initial by choice).
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__ The heart of the lion. You feel a bond with the jungle
around you. This translates to a +1 on all saving throws vs.
fear of any type. You also receive a +1 on all saving
throws vs. spells cast by the servants of the tiger (including
tiger katanga).
__ The wisdom of the elephant. You chose wisdom, and have
received knowledge instead. You receive a +1 on two nonweapon proficiencies you already have listed.
__ The luck of the monkey. You are now have a small bit of
the luck of the monkey. You have one extra hit point, to
represent this small bit of luck.
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